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Apply labels as shown.

Big Jump Challenge

TO REASSEMBLE LAUNCHER:

Reattach handle by 
inserting into hole so 
that slots and tabs 
match up, and turning 
counterclockwise to 
lock in place.

With launcher facing away 
from you, hold engine so that 
the metal gear is at the top of 
the right side. Tilt engine so 
that the hook on the launcher 
fits into the hole on the en-
gine. Press engine down into 
launcher.
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Place launcher top 
back on launcher 
so that it is flush 
with the body of 
the launcher.

Lock launcher top 
in place with the 
plastic ring by 
placing ring over 
tabs and turning it 
90 degrees.
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SETTING UP:
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Lay the cardboard mat flat on the floor.

Place the ramp on the 
white end of the mat.

Place your launcher directly 
in front of the jump.

Take turns jumping your bikes 
as far as you can. Whoever 
lands on the highest scoring 
section of the mat wins!

For the Jump Distance Challenge

Set up a finish line on the floor using string, 
or just the threshold between two rooms. You 
and a friend (or a bunch of friends) should line 
up next to one another, with your launchers at 
the ready. See who can beat the others to the 
finish line! Line up and launch! Race your bikes to see 

who can go the farthest, the fastest!

Race for Speed!

Race for Distance!

Snap parts together as shown.

™*

Set up on wood, tile or 
linoleum floors for the best 
performance of your bikes. 
Deep pile carpets can create 
an uneven play surface.



TO PLAY:

Lock bike into launcher.

1 Holding launcher 
steady and flat on 
floor by gripping 
the handle, insert 
the ripcord with 
teeth facing down.

Rev up the bike by moving 
the ripcord in and out.
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When you’re ready to 
launch, pull the ripcord 
all the way out and 
press the button on the 
handle. The bike will 
speed away from you!
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Stunt Ramps

Collect them all!
PoiSon FAng™ 
- with Race Wheel!
FLAme KAiSeR™
- with Stunt Wheel!
iRon HAmmeR™
- with Stability Wheel!

Look for:

P/N 6590120000
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Not suitable for children
under 3 years because of

small parts, choking hazard.

idATen JumP™ Ripcord Racers have different kinds of wheels. 
How a bike performs depends on what kind of wheel it has.
Stunt Wheel – grips the surface of a ramp to launch into the air!
Stability Wheel – extra weight keeps the bike moving fast even 
on long distance rides!
Race Wheel – made for short, high-speed races!
each sold separately.

WHEEL TYPES:

nePTune emPeRoR™
- with Stability Wheel!
AeRo SciSSoRS™
- with Stunt Wheel!
THundeR King™
- with Race Wheel!

Take turns jumping your 
bikes as high as you can. 
See if you can jump the 
bar set to level 4!

For the High Jump Air Challenge

Fold on the 
creases just below 
the 10 Point box 
and just below the 
word jump to form 
a three-sided box 
with Jump at it’s 
top, as shown.

Fold the triangular 
flaps with the
numbers on them 
in so that their 
edges face the box.

Fold the jump posts up so that the 
numbered flaps lock onto the sides 
of the mat at the bottom of the other 
sides of the jump posts. The tabs 
near the bottoms of the triangular 
flaps should hold onto the mat so 
that the posts do not unfold.

Reach into the box and push 
the rectangular tab in the wide 
white section through the slot 
in the white end of the mat.

Place the jump post 
at the desired level.

Place the ramp so that 
the end of the ramp is up 
against the top of the box.

Place your launcher directly 
in front of the jump.
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